We prove that when T is a contraction on Hubert space the size of lim sup \{{T*)nh, g)\ is controlled by that of lim sup | (T"h, g)\. We give an application to Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients. Important in the proof is a generalization of the techniaue of orthogonal projection.
Introduction.
Our purpose is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given any e > 0, there is a Ô > 0 such thai, whenever Tisa contraction on a Hubert space 3C and h, g£3C satisfy ||ä||, ||g|| £1, lim sup | (Tnh, g)\ g 5 => lim sup | ((T*)"h, g)\ g e.
n-*« n-*«s
In fact, we can (assuming eg 1) take ô= (e2/4) exp ( -2e-2).
It is easy to see that this theorem implies the following result on Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients, proved recently by de Leeuw and Katznelson (see [ö] ). If li is a complex Borel measure on [0, 27r), then ß(n) ->0-dp, ( -n) ->0.
We state also the corresponding result for operators, which follows directly from Theorem 1.
Theorem 4. If T is a contraction on 3C, then, for any h, gEX-,
[August Finally, we point out that Theorem 4 is a more precise, pointwise version of the following theorem of Foguel (see [l ] ).
Theorem
5. If T is a contraction on 3C and AG3C, then rnA->0 weakly <^(T*)nh-»0 weakly.
We remark that one of the interesting applications of Theorem 5 is to the construction of power-bounded operators which are not similar to any contraction (see Foguel [2 ] or H almos [4] ).
By means of the Sz.-Nagy theory of "strong unitary dilations" (see, for example, Sz.-Nagy and Foias, [3, Chapter I, 4]), we can write the quantities (T"h, g) and ((T*)nh, g) occurring in Theorem 1 in the form (U±nh, g), where U is a unitary operator (on some Hilbert space 3C containing 3C). By the spectral theory for unitary operators, we then have (U±nh, g)=fi( + n), for a certain complex measure ju on [0, 27r). It is not hard to see that, by this means, we can recover Theorem 1 (leaving aside the estimate for 5) from Theorem 2. The point here is that we obtain directly the more general operator formulation (Theorem 1) by techniques furnishing an interesting alternative to the arguments of de Leeuw and Katznelson in [ó] . Our proof, given in §2, is mainly geometric in nature and depends upon a quantitative generalization of the method of orthogonal projection (see Lemma 3) . If one simply wants to prove Theorem 4, the argument can be greatly simplified ; in particular one needs only the elementary form of orthogonal projection (that is, projection onto subspaces) .
Finally we remark that measures constructed by de Leeuw and Katznelson (see [6, §4] ) show that, in general, we cannot take 8 = 6 in Theorems 1 and 2 ; the exact nature of the dependence of 5 on e seems to be unknown.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. We first prepare some lemmas. = ||S"a[|2-||S"+1a||2 whenever ||5*||=1. But ||S»a|| is a nonincreasing, therefore convergent, sequence. □ We shall also need the following inequality of Foguel (see [l] ), which we prove directly from Lemma 1. Proof. Standard variational tricks (which we omit) show that, in fact, F(a) = (h-ha, ha). It is also clear that \\h\\ ul=>\\h-ha\\, \\ha\\, F(a)^l.
SetA(a) = \\h -ha\\2, and considera, ß>0. Since (ß/a)haEßK, we have the inequality
Clearly, then, A (a) is a continuous function of a. Using the "parallelogram law" and the fact that ^Aa + A^GK^+iS)^, we obtain the inequality (2) IIa« -¿oil2 = 2AM + 2Mß) -4||A - §(*" + hß)\\2
Thus the continuity of A (a) implies that of ha (as a function into 3C), so that F(a) is also continuous.
Since ||Aa|| áli (1) implies that
By reversing the roles of a and ß, we see that
Since F is continuous, It follows by Lemma 2 (with a = ha, b = g, and 5= 2"*) that Finally, (7) and (8) 
